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Abstract

Mayan languages have long been analyzed as having obligatory movement of
focused constituents to a position immediately before the verb. More recently, it
has been shown in several Mayan languages that focus movement is optional —
and that focus in-situ is also a possibility. This paper offers a detailed description
of the syntactic and pragmatic constraints on focus movement in K’ichee’. The
major new empirical finding is that the options for focus realization are syntacti-
cally asymmetrical: focused transitive subjects must move, while other foci may
remain in situ. This syntactic asymmetry, organized along ergative/absolutive
lines, is argued to be a typological novelty. In other known languages with
asymmetric constraints on focus in situ, the asymmetry is nominative/accusative
— all focused subjects must move. Possible explanations are considered, and it
is argued that both ergative and accusative focus-marking asymmetries can be
explained using the (indpendently motivated) assumption that some languages
treat certain arguments as topics by default. When focus movement is required, it
is due to the need to override that default.

1 Introduction

K’ichee’ (ISO code quc), like other Mayan languages, has long been described as
an obligatory focus movement language (Norman, 1977; Mondloch, 1981; Larsen,
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1988; López Ixcoy, 1997).1 Its default word order is verb initial, but narrowly-
focused constituents are described as undergoing obligatory A-bar movement
to a position immediately before the verb. The sentences in 1 demonstrate the
phenomenon — in each sentence, the noun phrase which occurs pre-verbally was
generated to the right of the verb, and has been moved to its surface position to
indicate contrastive focus.

(1) a. Aree
contr

[
[

le
the

alab’oom
boys

o
or

le
the

altomaab’
girls

]F

]F

k-e-tzuku-n
inc-abs3p-search-af

=chi
=anymore

ri
the

k-achajiil.
gen3p-spouse

Nowadays it’s [the boys or the girls]F who go looking for their spouses.

b. Pero
but

ri’
that

ri
the

ojeer
old.days

xaq
just

sii
really

aree
contr

[
[

ri
the

e
pl

taat
father

naan
mother

]F

]F

k-e-tzuku-n
inc-abs3p-search-af

ri
the

k-ixoqil
gen3p-wife

ri
the

e
pl

k-alk’u’aal.
gen3p-child

But in the old days it was [the parents]F who found wives for their

1This paper is based on fieldwork carried out with K’ichee’-speaking residents of Nahualá –
and, to a lesser extent, with speakers of other varieties now living in Quetzaltenango or in the US
— between 2010 and 2013. Thanks to Manuel de Jesús Tahay, Juan Manuel Tahay and Manuela
Tahay of Nahualá; to Federico Velásquez of Macalajao (now residing in Quetzaltenango); and
to Telma Can Pixab’aj of Santa Lucía Utatlán (now studying linguistics in the US) for their
judgments, advice, and discussion. All four of them have contributed, not just “raw data” in the
form of grammaticality judgments and the like, but also valuable comments on how those data
should be understood.

The paper has also benefitted greatly from discussion with Judith Aissen, Scott AnderBois,
David Beaver, Emilie Destruel, Nora England, Joey Frazee, Mira Grubic, Robert Henderson,
B’alam Mateo Toledo, Judith Tonnhauser, Kiril Shklovsky, Stavros Skopeteas, Elizabeth Ver-
hoeven, Perry Wong, Murat Yasavul and Malte Zimmermann. Portions of the data here were
presented at FAMLi 2, in an invited talk at the SFB NNN at the University of Potsdam, and (in
very different form) at SULA VI, all of which led to further valuable discussion. Finally, thanks
to Telma and Sindy Can Pixab’aj for their help in transcribing and translating textual examples.
All errors, of course, are mine alone.

This work was funded, at various points in time, by Nora England; by a Carlota Smith memorial
fellowship; and by an NSF Doctoral Dissertation Improvement Grant.
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sons. K’ulaneem2

Recent evidence suggests that under certain circumstances, focus movement
is optional in K’ichee’, and narrow foci can also be realized in situ. Examples of
this so far have come from scripted production studies (Baird, 2010; Burdin et al.,
2013); but natural examples are also plentiful. Consider the contrastive pair in
2, in which the focus in 2b has not moved; or the question/answer pair in 3, in
which the answering constituent in 3b has not moved.

(2) a. Na
neg

xaq
just
=ta
=irr

[
[

apachike
any.old

si’
wood

]F

]F

k-w-a-j.
inc-erg1s-want-ss

I don’t just want [any old wood.]F

2The following abbreviations are used in glosses: abs absolutive agreement, af AF or so-
called “agent focus” voice, ap antipassive voice, contr contrastive particle, cp completive passive
voice, cpl completive aspect, dat dative relational noun, dem demonstrative, det determiner, dim
diminutive particle, dir directional particle, distr distributive particle, erg ergative agreement,
exs existential predicate, gen genitive (i.e. possessor) agreement, inc incompletive aspect, intens
adjectival intensifier, intr intransitive verb, irr irrealis particle, neg negative particle, opt optative
mood, pass passive voice, pl plural, prep preposition, prog progressive aspect, prosp prospective
aspectual particle, q question-marking particle, ss status suffix, tr transitive verb.

Note that the agreement markers I label erg and gen here are those traditionally called “Set A,”
and those which I label abs are those traditionally called “Set B.”

K’ichee’ spelling is more or less standardized, but there are two or three major points of
contention: whether to indicate vowel length; when to indicate vowel length (i.e. which vowels
to analyze as long); and whether to treat [h] as a marginal phoneme or a phonetic detail. In
examples from my own data, I have treated the spellings in Ajpacajá’s monolingual K’ichee’
dictionary as a de facto standard, with one exception: Ajpacajá’s spelling reflects a fairly complex
— and dialect-specific — process of vowel lengthening in inflectional prefixes (see Larsen 1988
for details); but as this lengthening process does not give rise to any minimal pairs, I treat it as
allophonic and write all prefix vowels as short.

• Long vowels are written double.

• Word-final [h] is treated as phonemic and written h.

• An apostrophe after a vowel indicates a phonemic glottal stop. After a consonant, it
indicates glottalization of that consonant; b’ and q’ are implosive, and other glottalized
consonants are ejective.

• The graphs tz, x, ch, j and y represent /ts/, /ʃ/, /tʃ/, /χ/ and /j/ respectively.

• Other letters have their IPA values.
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b. Are
contr

k-a-tzuku-j
opt-erg2s-find-ss

[
[

ri
the

uk’a’.
madroño

]F

]F

Find [madroño wood.]F Xan Kata’l

(3) a. “Jas
what

u-wach
gen3s-face

rajawaxik
necessary

pa
prep

le
the

qa-tinamit?”
gen3s-town

“What sort of thing do we need in our town?”

b. “Aree
contr

k-qa-b’an-a
opt-erg1p-make-ss

[
[

jun
a

sin
little

qa-tyoox,”
gen1p-church

]F

]F

k-e-cha’.
inc-abs3p-say

“We should make ourselves [a little church,”]F they said.
Guarchaj 2

This paper has three goals. The first is to document the use of in situ focus in
a variety of contexts, including both elicited and spontaneous production. Data is
drawn from the author’s own fieldwork, and from archived or published texts in a
number of genres, including both oral and written material. This data confirms
that in situ focus is not just an artefact of a particular experimental design, but
rather a widely-used expressive device outside of experimental contexts.

The second goal is to address the question of when in-situ focus is possible.
Here, we find a set of syntactic constraints that have not previously been described.
Intransitive subjects (“S arguments”) and transitive objects (“O arguments”) may
be focused in situ, as 4 and 5 show.

(4) Context: What does María want to eat?

Aree
contr

k-u-tij
inc-erg3s-eat[tr]

[
[

le
det

ichaj
vegetable

]F

]F

le
det

al
miss

Mari’y.
María

V [O]F A

María will have [the vegetables].F
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(5) Context: Which of them is going to eat?

Aree
contr

ka-wa’
inc-eat[intr]

[
[

le
det

al
miss

Mari’y.
María

]F

]F

V [S]F

[María]F will eat.

But transitive subjects (“A arguments”) may not be; the sentence in 4, which was
felicitous in a context that induces focus on the O argument, becomes infelicitous
in a context (e.g. in 6) that induces focus on the A argument.3

(6) Context: Who is going to eat the vegetables?

#Aree
contr

k-u-tij
inc-erg3s-eat[tr]

le
det

ichaj
vegetable

[
[

le
det

al
miss

Mari’y.
María

]F

]F

# V O [A]F

Intended: [María]F will eat the vegetables.

In other words, K’ichee’ has an ergative/absolutive asymmetry with respect to
the choice of focus-realization strategies — the options available for realizing
focused A arguments are different than the options available for realizing other
focused arguments.4

This ergative asymmetry is a typological novelty. A number of languages have
been described with symmetrical patterns, in which focus movement is optional
(7a) for all types of argument — or at least is conditioned by something other than
gramatical function, such that for any argument type, we can find cases where
it occurs and cases where it does not. And a number of languages have been
described with asymmetric patterns. But so far these asymmetric patterns have
always been of the nominative/accusative type, in which movement is mandatory
for subjects and optional otherwise (7c). Indeed, some authors have proposed
universals to the effect that all asymmetrical patterns of optional focus marking

3Throughout this paper, the asterisk is used to indicate ungrammaticality, and the hash mark
to indicate semantic or pragmatic infelicity. Asterisked sentences are absolutely bad; hash-marked
sentences are often bad relative to a particular context of utterance.

4Of course, examples 4 and 6 alone don’t prove that the grammatical function of the focused
constituent is the crucial factor. The full argument can be found in §3.2.
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will be of the kind shown in 7c. The ergative/absolutive asymmetry found in
K’ichee’ is thus a counterexample to these proposed universals, and is the first of
its kind to be described.

(7) Focus movement is. . .

A S O

a. English, Spanish,5 Japanese6. . . optional optional optional

b. K’ichee’ mandatory optional optional

c. Hausa,7 Spoken French8. . . mandatory mandatory optional

The final goal of this paper is to offer an explanation for the asymmetry. In
the past, two sorts of explanation have been offered for focus-marking asymme-
tries. Some describe them as the results of prosodic asymmetries. (If certain
constituents cannot be focused in situ, it is because they cannot be made prosod-
ically prominent without moving them; see Büring and Gutiérrez-Bravo 2001
and Destruel 2013.) Others describe them as the results of asymmetries in the
topic/comment dimension of information structure. (If certain constituents cannot
be focused in situ, it is because they are construed by default as topics, and this
default construal cannot be overriden without moving them; see Lambrecht 2001
and Zimmermann 2011.) I discuss both approaches and conclude that in the case
of K’ichee’, the topic/comment approach is the most promising. In languages
with nominative/accusative focus-marking asymmetries, the topic/comment ap-
proach requires a default rule which treats A and S arguments as default topics.
To cover the K’ichee’ data, then, we need a different default rule, which treats
A (but not S) arguments as default topics. To support this proposal I present

5At least in some varieties: see Gabriel 2010. Some syntacticians, including Zubizarreta
(1998), have claimed that Spanish subjects cannot be focused in situ — which would put Spanish
in (7c) rather than (7a).

6Truckenbrodt 1995
7Hartmann and Zimmermann 2007
8This is true both of Quebecois (Skopeteas and Fanselow, 2009) and of spoken European

French (Destruel, 2012). Formal written French falls in (7a).
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independent evidence — based on patterns of givenness and definiteness first
noted by Du Bois (1987) and England (1991), and new data on passivization —
that A arguments are indeed default topics in K’ichee’, and that S arguments are
not.

1.1 What is focus?

I take focus to be an information-structural property with a basically pragmatic
function. Focus in an utterance evokes a set of alternative propositions which
the speaker takes to be salient (Rooth, 1985, 1992; Krifka, 2008), and this in
turn conveys information about how the utterance fits into the larger discourse
structure (Roberts, 1996; Kadmon, 2001; Beaver and Clark, 2008). In particular,
in discourse moves which answer an overt or implicit question, focus marks the
answering constituent. In such a case, the focal alternatives of the answering
move must all be possible answers to the question.

(8) a. Question: What did Mary eat?

b. Answer: Mary ate [beans]F .

c. Alternatives: Mary ate apples, Mary ate beans, Mary ate corn . . . . Mary
ate zucchini.

In example 8, the question provides a range of alternatives from which an actual
answer should be chosen. Focus within the answer evokes a congruent set of
alternatives. Focus also falls on contrastive constituents, and on constituents
which are associated with a focus-sensitive operator such as English only.

On this account, we may use the semantic and pragmatic properties of focus
as diagnostics for focus placement. For instance, in an utterance which answers a
direct question — so long as the utterance is judged by native speakers to be a
true, direct answer, and not an evasion or a subject-changing move — we may
assume that the answering constituent is focused. Similarly, in an utterance with
a focus-sensitive particle, if we can determine which constituent associates with
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the particle — for instance, by considering the truth-conditions of the utterance —
we may assume that that “associated” constituent is focused.

On the other hand, this definition means that we can not necessarily use
prosody or word order as diagnostics for focus placement — at least, not in a
language where the focus-marking system is not well understood. For we must
distinguish the information-structural property of focus from the grammatical
marking or realization of focused constituents in a particular language. In some
languages, focused constituents are given prosodic emphasis; in others, they are
moved into a specific syntactic postion, or brought closer to a prosodic boundary
via scrambling; in others still, we find a particle or morpheme which marks focus.
As Krifka (2008) points out, by making this distinction we treat focus on a par
with Case or Gender — as an abstract feature that may be reflected in different
ways by the grammars of different languages.

If we adopt this distinction between focus on the one hand and focus-marking
on the other, we will see that focus-marking is often ambiguous. This is certainly
the case with prosodic focus-marking in English: in the classic example in 9, each
sentence has a different focus structure, but their pronunciations are the same.

(9) a. [Mary read a book about bats.]F

b. Mary [read a book about bats.]F

c. Mary read [a book about bats.]F

d. Mary read a book [about bats.]F

e. Mary read a book about [bats.]F

Zimmermann (2011) reports even more dramatic examples of focus-marking
ambiguity; in the Chadic language Guruntum, for example, the sentence in
10 may be interpreted with object focus, with VP focus, or — in contrast with the
English example — with narrow verb focus. The prosodic contour used is the
same in all three cases.

9



(10) Guruntum, (Zimmermann, 2011)

Tí
3sg

bà
prog

ròmb
gather

á
fm

gwéì.
seeds

a. He’s gathering [the seeds.]F (Answers: “What is he gathering?”)

b. He’s [gathering the seeds.]F (Answers: “What is he doing?”)

c. He’s [gathering]F the seeds. (Answers: “What’s he doing to the
seeds?”)

I am emphasizing the possibility of ambiguity here to stave off a possible
worry about the K’ichee’ data I will present. For the speakers I have worked
with, there is not a strongly audible prosodic difference between utterances with
different configurations of in-situ focus — for instance, between the utterances in
11. By this I mean both that these speakers do not produce 11a and 11b in ways
that I find audibly different, and that these speakers’ own intuition is that there is
no major difference in pronunciation between the two.

(11) a. Context: What did Mary do?

[
[

X-r-il
cpl-erg3s-see

jun
a

wuuj
book

ch=r-ij
prep=gen3s-on

sootz’.
bat

]F

]F

She [read a book about bats.]F

b. Context: What did Mary read?

X-r-il
cpl-erg3s-see

[
[

jun
a

wuuj
book

ch=r-ij
prep=gen3s-on

sootz’.
bat

]F

]F

She read [a book about bats.]F

Now, it is possible that future work will uncover a prosodic distinction between
11a and 11b. But it is also possible that no such difference exists. What I want
to emphasize is that that would not be problematic for the claims made in this
paper; indeed, it would not even be terribly surprising.
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1.2 Focus in the Mayanist literature

The section above discussed three major functions of focus: marking answering

constituents, contrastive constituents, and constituents associated with a focus-
sensitive operator. In the Mayanist tradition we often find additional functions
attributed to focus besides the three listed above. Two common claims in this
vein are that wh-words are “focused,” and that the heads of relative clauses
are “focused.” More generally, Mayanists have often used “focus” to refer to
a syntactic phenomenon rather than an information-structural one — roughly
speaking, to refer to any type of leftward A-bar movement, regardless of its
motivation. I will eschew this usage, since it creates too much room for confusion
between syntactic and information-structural issues. In fact, we can distinguish at
least three types of A-bar movement in K’ichee’:

• Focus movement proper — movement of an overt, information-structurally
focused NP, DP or PP to an immediately preverbal position.

• wh-movement — movement of a wh-word, targetting a different left-
peripheral position than the one targetted by focus movement (Duncan,
2010).

• Relativization — movement of an overt NP or a silent operator in the
formation of a relative clause.

My contention in this paper is that under certain syntactic circumstances, focus-
movement is optional. But this claim does not extend to the other types of
movement listed above; these are plainly mandatory — K’ichee’ does not have
wh-in-situ or internally headed relative clauses.

Similarly, many of the Mayan languages — including K’ichee’ — have a
special verb form which must be used in transitive clauses whose subject has
been extracted. This form is often referred to as the “agent focus” form of the
verb. But it has nothing to do with focus in the information-structural sense. It
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is triggered by any kind of A-bar movement of transitive subjects, whether it is
focus movement proper, wh-movement, or relativization.

These movement phenomena have received a good deal of attention on mor-
phosyntactic grounds. Classic works include Norman 1977; Mondloch 1981;
Trechsel 1982; Davies and Sam Colop 1990; Aissen 1992; Stiebels 2006; for
more recent discussion of the issues they raise for theories of case, movement
and agreement in generative syntax, see Coon et al. 2011; Aissen 2012b and
Erlewine 2013. The information-structural phenomenon of focus — and indeed,
information structure in general — has received less attention until recently. In
the past decade, a number of studies have addressed focus as an information-
structural category, and considered possible realizations of focused constituents
that might or might not involve movement (Kügler and Skopeteas, 2007; Can
Pixabaj, 2009; Baird, 2010; Gutiérrez-Bravo and Monforte, 2011; Can Pixabaj
and England, 2011; Aissen, 2012a; Burdin et al., 2013), or discussed semantic
rather than syntactic results of focus (Yasavul, 2012).

1.3 Morphosyntactic background

K’ichee’ is a headmarking language with an ergative pattern of agreement: verbs
agree with S and O arguments using one set of markers, and with A arguments
using another set.9 There are no ditransitive verbs, and no major manifestations
of split ergativity.

Norman (1977) first proposed the model of word order in Mayan languages on
which scholarly consensus has since settled. On this model, all Mayan languages
have a basically verb-initial word order; and constituents before the verb are
information-structurally marked — either they are left-dislocated, marking them
as topics, or they have undergone focus movement.

9In traditional Mayanist terminology these are known as “Set A” and “Set B” markers, but I
have used the more transparent abbreviations erg and abs here in glosses. The “Set A”/“ergative”
markers also appear on nouns, where they mark possessor agreement. For clarity, I have used the
abbreviation gen when they have this function.
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The remainder of this section situates K’ichee’ within this model, introducing
the necessary facts about word order (§1.3.1), left-dislocation (§1.3.2) and focus
movement (§1.3.3).

One more noteworthy feature of Mayan language syntax is what Ayres has
called “indexing” of the grammatical function of extracted constituents. In
K’ichee’ this takes two major forms. First: if a transitive subject is extracted
from its clause, a special “AF” form of the verb must be used. And second: if
locative adjuncts and adjuncts of certain other kinds are extracted, the particle
wi(h) appears. Both of these are triggered, not just by focus movement, but — as
discussed in §1.2 above — by any kind of A-bar movement. They are described
in §1.3.4.

Word order

The unmarked word order in K’ichee’ is VOA in transitive clauses and VS in
intransitive clauses.

(12) X-u-tik
cpl-erg3s-plant

ixiim
corn

ri
det

a
youth

Xwaan.
Juan

V O A

Juan planted corn.

(13) X-pixk’an
cpl-jump

ri
det

a
youth

Xwaan.
Juan

V S

Juan jumped.

K’ichee’ is pro-drop for both objects (14; compare example 12) and subjects
(15).10

10Note that the “status suffix” -oh surfaces on the verb in example 15, while in 14 and 12 it is
unpronounced. This change is not syntactically or semantically significant. The overt form in 15
and the silent one in 14 and 12 are allomorphs of the same suffix. The allomorphy is triggered by
prosody: we find the overt form immediately before a prosodic phrase boundary, and the silent
form elsewhere.

Crucially, it is not just postverbal arguments which trigger the zero allomorph. Any overt
constituents between the verb and the right edge of its prosodic phrase will have the same effect —
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(14) X-u-tik
cpl-erg3s-plant

ri
det

a
youth

Xwaan.
Juan

V A

Juan planted it.

(15) X-u-tik-oh.
cpl-erg3s-plant-ss

V

S/he planted it.

In some situations VAO order also occurs. It is not terribly well understood
what factors contribute to this; weight, definiteness and animacy have all been
claimed to play a role (Larsen, 1988; England, 1991). I’ve found that one fairly
reliable way to construct a VAO clause that will be judged felicitous is to make
the agent a local pronoun, as in 16.

(16) La
q

k-a-taa
inc-erg2s-hear

at
you

ri
det

q’ojom?
music

V A O

Do you hear the music?

The unmarked position for most adjuncts appears to be clause-final. But the
position of adjuncts is freer than the position of arguments, and other orders are
relatively common: consider the following examples from López Ixcoy (1997).

such as, for instance, the adverb in the following example:

(i) X-u-tik
cpl-erg3s-plant

iwiir.
yesterday

He planted it yesterday.

For a more detailed description of this phenomenon in K’ichee’, see Mondloch 1978, 1981
and Larsen 1988. Henderson 2012 demonstrates that the relevant phrase boundaries are prosodic
and not syntactic, and offers an optimality-theoretic analysis. Similar phenomena — seemingly-
arbitrary morphological alternations triggered by prosodic phrase boundaries — have been
documented throughout the Mayan family; for instance, see Skopeteas 2010 for a discussion of
phrase-boundary-marking clitics in Western Mayan languages.
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(17) X-u-loq’
cpl-erg3s-buy

jun
one

laq
cup

q’oor
batter

ri
det

a
youth

B’alam
B’alam

pa
prep

k’ayib’al.
market

V O A X

B’alam bought a cup of atol in the market.

(18) X-u-loq’
cpl-erg3s-buy

jun
one

laq
cup

q’oor
batter

pa
prep

k’ayib’al
market

ri
det

a
youth

B’alam.
B’alam

V O X A

B’alam bought a cup of atól in the market.

(19) X-atin
cpl-bathe

ri
det

a
youth

Lolmay
Lolmay

waraal.
here

V S X

Lolmay bathed here.

(20) X-atin
cpl-bathe

waraal
here

ri
det

a
youth

Lolmay.
Lolmay

V X S

Lolmay bathed here.

Left-dislocated topics

Topical constituents may be left dislocated. This is not a form of movement; dis-
located constituents are base generated to the left of the clause. (See Aissen 1992,
arguing for a similar analysis in Tzotzil and Jacaltec.) Dislocated constituents
are set off from the rest of the clause by a prosodic phrase boundary, which I
represent here with a comma. Left dislocation is used for contrastive topics (Can
Pixabaj and England, 2011) as well as non-contrastive ones.

(21) Ixiim,
corn

x-u-tik
cpl-erg3s-plant

ri
det

a
youth

Xwaan.
Juan

O, V A

As for corn, Juan planted it.

15



(22) Ri
det

a
youth

Xwaan,
Juan

x-u-tik
cpl-erg3s-plant

ixiim.
corn

A, V O

As for Juan, he planted corn.

Later, I will argue that certain constituents which are not left-dislocated should
still be construed as topics. In other words, left-dislocation is sufficient to trigger
construal as a topic, but it is not necessary. I leave for later work the question
of when topics left-dislocate and when they do not. (See Aissen 1992 for some
discussion on this question.)

Focus movement

The best-studied focus-marking strategy in K’ichee’ involves A-bar movement of
the focused constituent to a position immediately before the verb (i.e. after any
left-dislocated topics, as demonstrated by 24). Focus movement is island-sensitive,
but may cross clause boundaries if an island boundary does not intervene, as in
25.

(23) [
[

Ixiim
corn

]F

]F

x-u-tik
cpl-erg3s-plant

ri
det

a
youth

Xwaan.
Juan

[O]F V tx A

As for Juan, he planted [corn]F .

(24) Ri
det

a
youth

Xwaan,
Juan

[
[

ixiim
corn

]F

]F

x-u-tik-oh.
cpl-erg3s-plant-ss

A, [O]F Vx t

As for Juan, he planted [corn]F .

(25) [
[

Ixiim
corn

]F

]F

ka-r-aa-j
inc-erg3s-want-ss

k-u-tik-oh.
inc-erg3s-plant-ss

[O]F V1 V2x t

He wants to plant [corn]F .

The examples above involve focus movement of S and O arguments. A arguments
also undergo focus movement, but there are further syntactic complications,
discussed in §1.3.4 below.
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This paper will contend that many types of constituents can be construed
as foci without undergoing movement. In other words, just as left-dislocation
is sufficient but not generally necessary to trigger construal as a topic, focus
movement is sufficient but not generally necessary to trigger construal as a focus.

“Indexing” of extracted constituents

When A arguments or certain kinds of adjunct undergo any sort of movement
— focus movement, wh-movement, or relativization — other syntactic changes
are triggered in the clause from which they were extracted. ? has called this
phenomenon “indexing” of the grammatical function of the extracted constituent.
This “indexing” is a widespread feature of Mayan languages, though the details
vary greatly from one language to the next.

If the subject of a transitive verb is extracted, a special verb form known as
the AF form must be used.11 AF verbs are only used in clauses from which a

11I am glossing over a number of complications here. First, there are syntactic complications:
several sorts of what I will call exceptional transitive clause, to be discussed in §2.3 of this
paper, from which a subject may be extracted (Mondloch, 1981; Aissen, 2012b). These consist of
nonprototypical transitive clauses of various sorts, such as reflexives.

Second, there are morphological complications pertaining to the AF verb (also known as “agent
focus,” “agentive,” “agentive antipassive” or “focus antipassive” in other works). In K’ichee’
this verb form displays an unusual hierarchical pattern of agreement (first observed, I believe,
in Norman and Campbell 1978) which has received a good deal of descriptive and theoretical
attention (see e.g. Larsen 1987, 1988; Davies and Sam Colop 1990; Trechsel 1993; Stiebels 2006)
but which is not immediately relevant to the issues discussed here.

Another issue I am glossing over is the possibility of using a “true” antipassive verb in place
of the AF verb. For instance, in at least some varieties of K’ichee’, the sentence in 26 could also
be expressed as in (i), with a genuinely antipassive verb: note the -on suffix where example 26
has -ow — and also the demotion of ixiim “corn” to an oblique where example 26 retains it as a
second argument, suggesting that in (i) the verb has truly been detransitivized where in example
26 it has not.

(i) [
[

Tikonel-aab’
farmer-pl

]F

]F

k-e-tik-on
inc-abs3p-plant-ap

che
dat

ixiim.
corn

[A]F V O tx
[Farmers]F plant corn.

For some discussion of this use of the antipassive, see Davies and Sam Colop (1990), where it is
called a “retreat” construction.
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transitive subject has moved (making 28 bad), and are required in such clauses
(making 27 bad).

(26) [
[

Tikonel-aab’
farmer-pl

]F

]F

k-e-tik-ow
inc-abs3p-plant-af

ixiim.
corn

[A]F V+AF O tx
[Farmers]F plant corn.

(27) *[
[

Tikonel-aab’
farmer-pl

]F

]F

ka-ki-tik
inc-erg3p-plant

ixiim.
corn

* [A]F V−AF Ox t

Intended: [Farmers]F plant corn.

(28) *[
[

Ixiim
corn

]F

]F

k-e-tik-ow
inc-abs3p-plant-af

tikonel-aab’.
farmer-pl

* [O]F V+AF tx A

Intended: Farmers plant [corn.]F

(29) [
[

Ixiim
corn

]F

]F

ka-ki-tik
inc-abs3p-plant

tikonel-aab’.
farmer-pl

[O]F V−AF tx A

Farmers plant [corn.]F

One other form of indexing occurs in K’ichee’. For some types of adjunct,
focus movement triggers the appearance of the clitic particle wih after the verb.

(30) [
[

Guate
to.Guate

]F

]F

k-in-b’ee
inc-abs1s-go

wih.
foc

[X]F V tx
I’m going [to Guatemala City.]F

(31) [
[

Chuwe’q
tomorrow

]F

]F

k-in-b’ee-k.
inc-abs1s-go-ss

[X]F V tx
I’m going [tomorrow.]F

In particular, as the above examples show, movement of a locative adjunct triggers
the appearance of wih, while movement of a temporal adjunct does not (Can
Pixabaj 2009; see also Henderson 2007 on a similar phenomenon in Kaqchikel).
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2 New data

The focus movement construction mentioned above is well known and widely
discussed. Less attention has been paid to the fact that focused constituents may
often occur in situ. Baird (2010) and Burdin et al. (2013) both give some evidence
for in-situ focus, but in both cases the evidence comes from a scripted reading
task in the contexts of a phonetic experiment: participants were asked to read a
part in a short dialog in which question/answer congruence forces focus to fall on
an in-situ constituent.

In §2.1 I will present data confirming that in-situ foci also occur in sponta-
neous and semi-spontaneous production, and that K’ichee’ speakers judge them
to be felicitous when they are produced by others. In-situ foci may be either
answering or contrastive foci. Since, as discussed above, overt question/answer
pairs are rare in K’ichee’ texts — and since they tend to involve short answers
when they do occur — fully spontaneous examples are more likely to involve
contrast, though a few fully spontaneous answering examples are given as well.

In §2.2 I turn to the cases in which in-situ focus is not possible, showing that
there is a categorical prohibition on the in-situ realization of focused A arguments
— and that this prohibition is based, not on some incidental feature associated
with A arguments, such as semantic agentivity, but on their grammatical function
itself. §2.3 discusses a few seeming exceptions, and connects them to an analysis
of K’ichee’ syntax which has been independently argued for, according to which
reflexive and “extended reflexive” clauses — while morphologically transitive
— are analyzed as syntactically intransitive. Since the subjects of these clauses
are S arguments, not A arguments, for syntactic purposes, we predict that they
should be able to bear focus in situ — and this prediction is borne out.

2.1 Optionality

First let us consider the situations under which in-situ focus is possible. We will
see that broad foci, narrow adjunct foci and narrow S and O argument foci are all
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compatible with in-situ realization.

For broad focus, in-situ realization is in fact the only option. In plain un-
embedded clauses, focus movement of a VP or of the whole clause would be
impossible to detect. But if we consider embedded clauses, we will see that
arguments can focus-move out of the inner clause — and that VPs and larger
constituents can not (32). This leaves the in-situ strategy, as in 33, as the only
option.

(32) Context: What do you want to do?

#[
[

K-in-chaab’e-j
inc-erg1s-talk.to-ss

ri
det

a
youth

Te’k
Diego

]F

]F

ka-w-a-aj.
inc-erg1s-want-ss

#[V2 O]F V1 tx
Intended: I want to [visit Diego.]F

(33) Context: What do you want to do?

Ka-w-a-aj
inc-erg1s-want-ss

[
[

k-in-chaab’e-j
inc-erg1s-talk.to-ss

ri
det

a
youth

Te’k.
Diego

]F

]F

V1 [V2 O]F

I want to [visit Diego.]F

The above examples are elicited; but unelicited examples of this occur as well.
The one in 34 comes from reported speech in a Bible translation carried out by a
native speaker of K’ichee’. The one in 35 occurs in an oral narrative.

(34) Context: What do you want me to do for you?

Aree
contr

k-w-a-aj
inc-erg1s-want-ss

[
[

k-in-ka’y-ik.
inc-abs1s-see-ss

]F

]F

V1 [V2]F

What I want is [to see.]F Misal, Mark 10 : 51
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(35) Aree
contr

=na
=prosp

=k’u
=then

k-r-a-j
inc-erg3s-want-ss

=ri’
=dem

ri
det

Tekun
Tecun

Uman
Uman

[
[

chi
that

ma
neg

=ta
=irr

=na
=prosp

=k’u
=then

x-ch’ak-itaj-ik.
cpl-defeat-cp-ss

]F

]F

What Tecun Uman wanted was [not to be defeated.]F Ajpacajá 3

For narrow adjunct focus, focus movement is an option. Nevertheless, it
is quite common for focused adjuncts to be realized in situ. Indeed, my own
subjective impression is that focused adjuncts are realized in situ more often than
not, though I do not have quantitative data to back this impression up.

(36) Context: Where are you going?

K-in-b’ee
inc-abs1s-go

[
[

Guate.
to.Guatemala.City

]F

]F

V [X]F

I’m going [to Guatemala City.]F

(37) Context: Why are you going?

K-in-b’ee
inc-abs1s-go

[
[

r-umal
gen3s-because

nu-chaak.
gen1s-work

]F

]F

V [X]F

I’m going [because of my job.]F

(38) Context: How are you getting there?

K-in-b’ee
inc-abs1s-go

[
[

chi
prep

aqan.
leg

]F

]F

V [X]F

I’m going [on foot.]F

(39) Context: When are you going?

K-in-b’ee
inc-abs1s-go

[
[

chuwe’q.
tomorrow

]F

]F

V [X]F

I’m going [tomorrow.]F
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(40) Context: Who are you going with?

K-in-b’ee
inc-abs1s-go

[
[

r-uk’
gen3s-with

le
det

w-atz.
gen1s-brother

]F

]F

V [X]F

I’m going [with my brother.]F

When an adjunct is focused in situ, the particle wih is never required — even in
cases like 36 where moving the focused constituent would require the use of wih
(see §1.3.4).

Finally, S and O arguments may be focused in situ.

(41) Context: What do the people here eat?

Nima
mostly

k-onojel,
gen3p-all

ka-ki-tij
inc-erg3p-eat

[
[

le
det

lej.
tortilla

]F

]F

A, V [O]F

Basically everyone eats tortillas.

(42) Context: What does María want to eat?

Aree
contr

k-u-tij
inc-erg3s-eat[tr]

[
[

le
det

ichaj
vegetable

]F

]F

le
det

al
miss

Mari’y.
María

V [O]F A

What María will eat is [the vegetables.]F

(43) Context: Which of them is going to eat?

Aree
contr

ka-wa’
inc-eat[intr]

[
[

le
det

al
miss

Mari’y.
María

]F

]F

V [S]F

[María]F will eat.

Textual examples of S and O focus in situ are given below. Argument wh-
questions with direct, full-sentence answers are rare in the texts which I have
access to; these examples involve contrastive focus instead.
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(44) Choq
and

we
if

ma
neg

aree
contr

x-el
cpl-exit

lo
hither

[
[

le
det

kumatz,
snake

]F

]F

V [S]F

k-el
inc-exit

lo
hither

[
[

jun
a

nim-alaj
big-intens

xukuq’ab’.
frog

]F

]F

V [S]F

And if [the snake]F didn’t come out, [a big frog]F would come out.
Taab’al

(45) Na
neg

xaq
just

ta
irr

[
[

apachke
whatever

si’
wood

]F

]F

k-w-a-j
inc-erg1s-want-ss

[O]F V tx
are
contr

k-a-tzuku-j
inc-erg2s-bring-ss

[
[

ri
det

uk’a’.
madroño

]F

]F

V [O]F

And I don’t want just [any wood,]F find [madroño wood.]F Xankata’l

(46) Context: Tecun Uman was trying to kill Alvarado, but he missed with his
spear and hit Alvarado’s horse, and so. . .

Aree
contr

x-u-riq
cpl-erg3s-find

k’ax
harm

aree
contr

x-kam
cpl-die

[
[

ri
det

keej.
horse

]F

]F

It was [the horse]F who suffered, who died. Ajpacajá 3

(47) Context: For making pilars, they sought out ikuy, because it didn’t rot. But
for making roofs. . .

Aree
contr

k-ki-tzuku-j
inc-erg3p-seek-ss

[
[

le
det

k’isiis.
cypress

]F

]F

It’s [cypress]F that they sought out. Ajpacaá 4

(48) Context: In those days, there was no town of Nahualá. . . .12

Aree
contr

k’oo
exs

=la’
=dem

[
[

le
det

Ixtahuacán.
Ixtahuacán

]F

]F

It’s [Ixtahuacán]F that was there. Guarchaj 2

12The town of Santa Catarina Ixtahuacán dates back to the early days of New Spain. Nahualá
was founded at a later date, very close by, by a group of settlers who split off from Ixtahuacán.
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Because given or predictable expressions can generally be dropped in K’ichee’,
it is not terribly common to find examples of in-situ argument or adjunct foci
coexisting with in-situ unfocused material. But in marked contexts, this can occur
— for instance, if there is material outside the focus that is still not given (49) or
that is being echoed from the question for rhetorical effect (50).13

(49) Context: B has been shopping all day, and gone to five different places, but
she has only brought back a very small bag.

A. Jas
what

x-a-loq’
cpl-erg3s-buy

=loq?
=hither

What did you buy?

B. X-in-loq’
cpl-erg1s-buy

=lo
=hither

[
[

jun
an

alanxax
orange

]F

]F

pa
prep

k’ayib’al.
market

V [O]F X

I bought [an orange]F in the market.

(50) Context: B was supposed to go to the market, and she claims she did —
but A thinks she’s lying. Hoping to catch her in a lie, A says “Oh yeah?
Then. . . ”

A. Jas
what

x-a-loq’
cpl-erg3s-buy

=lo
=hither

pa
prep

k’ayib’al?
market

What did you buy in the market?

B. (Pulling the orange out of her bag to show it to A)

X-in-loq’
cpl-erg1s-buy

=lo
=hither

pa
prep

k’ayib’al
market

[
[

wa’
dem

we
det

alanxax.
orange

]F

]F

V X [O]F

I bought in the market. . . [this orange.]F

13Thanks to Telma Can Pixabaj for suggesting these examples.
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Note that in 49 the focused object is in its canonical position, and in 50 it has
scrambled over an unfocused adjunct.

2.2 Asymmetry

By contrast, in ordinary transitive clauses, we do not find natural examples of A
arguments focused in situ, and constructed examples with a focused A in situ are
consistently rejected.

(51) Context: Who is going to eat the vegetables?

#(Aree)
contr

k-u-tij
inc-erg3s-eat[tr]

le
det

ichaj
vegetable

[
[

le
det

al
miss

Mari’y.
María

]F

]F

# V O [A]F

Intended: [María]F will eat the vegetables.

Note that aside from focus placement the infelicitous esentence in 51 and the
felicitous one in 42 are identical. So the problem with example 51 is not, for
instance, one of ungrammaticality; it just that the sentence in 51 cannot be used
when the context requires focus on the constituent le al Mari’y.

It is worth stopping here to rule out some alternate hypotheses about the
preceding data. First, one might wonder whether the lack of so-called “Agent
Focus” morphology is the source of the problem with 51. Now, I have already
argued that the AF suffix is triggered by syntactic movement, not information-
structural focus — meaning that we should not expect it to be required, or even
felicitous, in sentences like 51 where the focused constituent appears in situ. But
suppose that this was wrong; suppose that AF verbs were required any time an
A was focused, whether it underwent movement or not. Under this hypothesis,
we’d predict that example 51 could be rescued from infelicity by adding AF
morphology to the verb.

As it turns out, the data accords with the purely syntactic account of the AF
verb. Adding AF morphology to the verb in 51 makes things worse and not better;
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the resulting sentence, below, is truly ungrammatical rather than just infelicitous
in a particular context.14

(52) *(Aree)
contr

ka-tij-ow
inc-eat[tr]-af

le
det

ichaj
vegetable

le
det

al
miss

Mari’y.
María

V+AF O A

Intended: María will eat the vegetables.

Another possible hypothesis about example 51 would be that word order

was the source of the problem. For instance, given that the basic word order in
K’ichee’ is VOA, we might hope to explain the infelicity of in-situ focused A
by positing a requirement for postverbal focused constituents to be immediately

postverbal. But this will not work.

Why not? Here are two relevant pieces of evidence. First, if we drop the
object — putting the subject immediately to the right of the verb in linear order
— it does not repair the problem with example 51, as the infelicity of example
53 shows. Second, there are cases in K’ichee’ where VAO order is possible,
one common such case being the one in which the subject is a pronoun. And
even in these VAO clauses, A cannot be focused (54) — even though it occurs
immediately to the right of the verb.

(53) Context: Who is going to eat the vegetables?

#(Aree)
contr

k-u-tij
inc-erg3s-eat[tr]

[
[

le
det

al
miss

Mari’y.
María

]F

]F

# V [A]F

Intended: [María]F will eat ’em.

(54) Context: Who is going to eat the vegetables?

#(Aree)
contr

k-in-tij
inc-erg3s-eat[tr]

[
[

in
1sg

]F

]F

le
det

ichaj.
vegetable

# V [A]F O

Intended: [I]F will eat the vegetables.

14Katijow has an additional reading: as well as the AF form of “eat,” it can be taken as a sort
of middle voice form, meaning “be edible” or “get eaten.” (Mondloch 1981 calls these middle-like
forms “inactives.”) But this does not affect the point made here; example 52 is ungrammatical on
any reading of the verb.
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More broadly, I will argue in §3.2 that on our current understanding of
K’ichee’ prosody, there are contexts in which A and O arguments are prosodically

indistinguishable. For instance, there is no independently motivated prosodic
difference between VS, VA and VO clauses — and this means that there cannot be
any prosodic rule governing focus realization that consistently treats A arguments
differently from others.

One might hypothesize that the semantics of the focused noun phrase is the
problem with examples 51 and 53–54. For instance, perhaps there is a prohibition
against in situ focus of semantic agents. But this would falsely predict that
the utterances in 55 — where the A arguments are non-agentive — should be
felicitous.

(55) Context: Who wants ice cream?

a. #Ka-r-a-j
inc-erg3s-want-ss

[
[

ri
det

a
youth

Xwaan
Juan

]F

]F

jun
one

r-elaad.
gen3s-ice.cream

# V [A]F O

Intended: [Juan]F wants an ice cream.

b. #Ka-r-a-j
inc-erg3s-want-ss

jun
one

r-elaad
gen3s-ice.cream

[
[

ri
det

a
youth

Xwaan.
Juan

]F

]F

# V O [A]F

Intended: [Juan]F wants an ice cream.

And on the other hand, it would falsely predict the infelicity of the examples we
saw earlier (such as 43) with semantically agentive S arguments.

Finally, one might wonder whether the problem with 51 had to do with the
strong dispreference for non-given discourse referents in the A argument function.
That is, perhaps the problem is that presented with a discourse like 51 out of the
blue, listeners interpret the A argument as having a discourse-new referent, and
this, rather than focus itself, is why the sentence is rejected. But this hypothesis
too can be ruled out; for when we supply a context which makes the A argument’s
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referent given, it still cannot be focused in situ.

(56) Context: María cooked a big pot of vegetables for all her grandchildren
when they came to visit. But when they came over, they all said they
weren’t hungry. So in the end, do you know who ate all those vegetables?

a. #X-u-tij
cpl-erg3s-eat

[
[

ri
det

al
miss

Mari’y.
María

]F

]F

# V [A]F

Intended: [María]F ate them.

b. #X-u-tij
cpl-erg3s-eat

aq’an
dir:self

[
[

ri
det

al
miss

Mari’y.
María

]F

]F

# V [A]F

Intended: [María]F ate them herself.

How, then, can the question in 51 be answered? We’ve already seen one
option: focus movement with an AF verb, as in (57).

(57) Aree
contr

[
[

le
det

al
miss

Mari’y
María

]F

]F

ka-tij-ow
inc-eat-af

le
det

ichaj.
vegetable

[A]F V+AF O tx
[María]F will eat the vegetables.

Another strategy which is sometimes used is passivizing the clause; the former A
argument, now an oblique PP, can be focused in situ. An example of this strategy
is seen in (58).

(58) Context: Is it a man or a woman who’s hitting the man?

Ri
det

achi,
man

tajin
prog

k-ch’aay
inc-hit:pass

r-umal
gen3s-by

[
[

ri
det

ixoq.
woman

]F

]F

S, V [X]F

The man, he’s being hit by [the woman]F

I assume that the choice of strategy has to do with discourse factors not immedi-
ately relevant to the current discussion. Nevertheless, this is a phenomenon which
deserves more attention.
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2.3 The syntax/morphology mismatch

We now have evidence for ergative/absolutive patterning at three distinct levels in
K’ichee’.

• Morphological: A arguments control different agreement morphemes than
other arguments do.

• Syntactic: A arguments are subject to stricter constraints on extraction than
other arguments are.

• Information-structural: Focused A arguments have fewer options for real-
ization than other focused arguments do.

But we must now pause to consider an additional complication — one which
will eventually help clarify what the relations between these three ergative patterns
are. It has long been known that there is a slight mismatch between the morpho-
logical level and the syntactic level. Certain types of clause — including reflexive
(59a) and “extended reflexive” (59b, c) clauses — are morphologically transitive
but syntactically intransitive (Mondloch, 1981; Coon et al., 2011; Aissen, 2012b).

(59) a. X-u-ch’ay
cpl-erg3s-hit

r-iib’.
gen3s-self

He hit himself.

b. X-u-sok
cpl-erg3s-wound

r-aqan.
gen3s-leg

He hurt his (own) leg / he hurt himself in the leg.

c. X-u-yaj
cpl-erg3s-scold

u-taat.
gen3s-father

He scolded his (own) father.

(In examples such as these, where clauses cannot be unambiguously analyzed
as transitive or intransitive, the usefulness of the “S,” “A” and “O” labels for
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grammatical functions begins to break down. I will leave off using these labels
for the rest of the section.)

On the one hand, subjects of these clauses control ergative morphological
agreement, as the above examples show. On the other hand, as Mondloch (1981)
first noted, they are free from the syntactic requirements that usually affect
transitive subjects: they can be extracted without using an af verb — and indeed,
if an af verb is used, the result is either ungrammaticality (61a) or a loss of the
“extended reflexive” interpretation (61b, c).

(60) a. ri
det

achi
man

ri
that

x-u-ch’ay
cpl-erg3s-hit

r-iib’
gen3s-self

the man that hit himself

b. ri
det

achi
man

ri
that

x-u-sok
cpl-erg3s-wound

r-aqan
gen3s-leg

the man that hurt his (own) leg / hurt himself in the leg

c. ri
det

achi
man

ri
that

x-u-yaj
cpl-erg3s-scold

u-taat
gen3s-father

the man that scolded his (own) father

(61) a. *ri
det

achi
man

ri
that

x-ch’ay-ow
cpl-hit-af

r-iib’
gen3s-self

Intended: the man that hit himself

b. ri
det

achi
man

ri
that

x-sok-ow
cpl-wound-af

r-aqan
gen3s-leg

i. the mani that hurt his j leg

ii. # the mani that hurt hisi (own) leg

c. ri
det

achi
man

ri
that

x-yaj-ow
cpl-scold-af

u-taat
gen3s-father

i. the mani that scolded his j father
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ii. # the mani that scolded hisi (own) father

Coon et al. (2011) argue that in these clauses, the apparent object is actually
pseudo-incorporated into the verb. Thus, syntactically speaking, the verb has
only one true argument — and so it is appropriate that this argument behaves like
an S and not an A for syntactic purposes.

The discussion of pseudo-incorporation so far has been based on extraction
data like that above. But it turns out that pseudo-incorporation also has an effect
on the possibility of in-situ focus. We saw in the previous section that in general, S
arguments can be focused in situ but A arguments can not. And this generalization
continues to hold in pseudo-incorporation clauses, whose S-like subjects can be
focused in situ.

(62) Context: Who got scared?

X-u-xi’j
cpl-erg3s-scare

r-iib’
gen3s-self

[
[

ri
det

a
youth

Xwaan.
Juan

]F

]F

[Juan]F got scared (lit. “scared himself”).

(63) Context: Who hurt his (own) leg?

X-u-sok
cpl-erg3s-hurt

r-aqan
gen3s-leg

[
[

ri
det

a
youth

Xwaan.
Juan

]F

]F

[Juan]F hurt his (own) leg.

In other words, the information-structural pattern runs exactly parallel to the
syntactic one, as summarized in 64.
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(64) Distribution of ergative properties

Morphological Syntactic Info-structural

a. Ordinary transitive subject 3 3 3

b. Reflexive subject 3 7 7

c. “Extended reflexive” subject 3 7 7

d. Transitive object 7 7 7

e. Intransitive subject 7 7 7

This gives us further evidence that the grammatical function of the focused
constituent is the crucial factor in determining whether in-situ realization is
posisble.

2.4 The particle aree

At this point, too, I should say a few words about the “focus particle” or “con-
trastive particle” aree, which has been present in many of the examples so far.
Here, unlike in the previous section, the goal is not to offer positive evidence
towards a particular analysis of the data, but rather to ward off a tempting mis-
analysis.15

In past discussions of focus movement in K’ichee’, it has been noted that
the particle aree often occurs with moved foci, and that in some varieties of
the language the use of aree is obligatory when the moved focus is a full DP
rather than a bare noun (Larsen, 1988; Davies and Sam Colop, 1990). The
particle aree also has other uses, including in copular clauses (65), and it is nearly
homophonous with the third-person pronoun are’ (66); indeed, since K’ichee’
has a productive phonological process which converts word-final vowel-plus-
glottal-stop sequences to long vowels in non-phrase-final position, aree could
be interpreted as a mere positional allomorph of are’ (see Larsen 1988 for more

15Thanks to Perry Wong for briefly tempting me into this misanalysis, so I could later see my
way out of it.
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on the phonological and syntactic data that would support this position). On the
other hand, competing analyses of aree have been offered on which it is not a
pronoun at all. Perhaps it is a copula in a cleft construction (Larsen, 1988), or a
particle marking something like contrast (López Ixcoy, 1997) or identificational
focus (?).

Why take up the issue here? The worry is this: if we adopt the pronominal
analysis of aree, it leads to a worry that would undermine some of the data I have
relied on in this paper. It would not, I do not think, undermine the claims of the
paper as a whole; but still, it is worth ruling this analysis out so that doubts about
the data can be dispelled.

Here’s the worry. If aree is generally a pronoun, then in many clauses which I
have analyzed as containing an in-situ focus, another analysis becomes possible —
one on which aree is a focused pronoun, and is in fact the real focus of the clause,
as in 65.

(65) Reanalysis of 5 — to be rejected

Context: Which of them is going to eat?

[
[

Areei

3sg
]F

]F

ka-wa’:
inc-eat[intr]

le
det

al
miss

Mari’yi.
María

[S]F V tx , X

[She]F will eat: namely, María.

On this reanalysis, 65 is no longer an example of in situ focus, since the real
focus of the clause is the pronoun aree, and this focus has moved. The postverbal
constituent le al Mari’y would then be treated as an appositive, clarifying the
reference of the pronoun but not otherwise playing any important grammatical or
information-structural role. So in order to shore up my claims about in-situ focus,
I must show that the focused-pronoun analysis of aree, as exemplified in 65, is
not the right one.

What’s wrong with the reanalysis in 65? Well, nothing obvious — in the
case of this specific sentence. The trouble is that there are many other similar
sentences in which a reanalysis along the same lines is doomed to failure.
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Consider the sentence below.

(66) Context: Where are you going?

Aree
contr

k-in-b’ee
inc-abs1s-go

[
[

pa
prep

chaak.
work

]F

]F

V [X]F

I’m going [to work.]F

Reanalyzed with aree as a focused pronoun, it would look like this:

(67) Reanalysis of 66, to be rejected

Context: Where are you going?

[
[

Aree
3sg

]F

]F

k-in-b’ee:
inc-abs1s-go

pa
prep

chaak.
work

[X]F V tx , X

I’m going [there]F: namely, to work.

The trouble is that the structure in 67 is not a possible one in K’ichee’. To be
grammatical, it would require aree to be interpreted as a locative demonstrative.
And this interpretation is not generally available. If it were, and the analysis in
67 were valid, we would predict 68 to be a grammatical sentence as well — and
68 is flat-out ungrammatical, for precisely the same reason as the gloss I’ve given
it would be ungrammatical in English.

(68) *K-in-b’ee
inc-abs1s-go

are’.
3sg

*I’m going him.

Intended: I’m going there.

Now, there are perfectly good sentences in K’ichee’ that would have the
structure alleged to occur in 67. All one needs to do is replace aree with an
expression that really can function as a locative demonstrative, such as chla’. The
same change will rescue the ungrammatical sentence in 68.
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(69) Context: Where are you going?

[
[

Ch=la’
prep=dem

]F

]F

k-in-b’ee:
inc-abs1s-go

pa
prep

chaak.
work

V [X]F

I’m going [there]F: namely, to work.

(70) K-in-b’ee
inc-abs1s-go

ch=la’.
prep=dem

I’m going there.

For an even more dramatic example of why the pronominal analysis fails,
consider 71.

(71) Context: Is Arturo going to the store?

No’,
no

aree
contr

k-in-b’ee
inc-abs1s-go

[
[

in
1sg

]F

]F

V [S]F

No, [I’m]F going.

If we wanted to reanalyze 71 with aree as a focused pronoun, we would be forced
to interpret a third-person pronoun as the subject of a verb conjugated to agree
with a first-person subject, and to interpret the same third-person pronoun as
coreferential with a subsequent first-person pronoun.16

(72) Reanalysis of 71, to be rejected

Context: Is Arturo going to the store?

No’,
no

[
[

are’
3sg

]F

]F

k-in-b’ee:
inc-abs1s-go

in.
1sg

[S]F V tx X

No, [he’s]F going: namely, me.

This is obviously problematic, and sure enough, the equivalent of 72 with a
post-verbal pronoun is completely ungrammatical.

16Note that the English gloss in 72doesn’t capture the full weirdness of the analysis, since it
demonstrates the clash in pronominal reference but not the clash in agreement.
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(73) *K-in-b’ee
inc-abs1s-go

are’.
1sg

*I’m going him.

So what is aree, if not a pronoun? My suspicion — though it is only a
suspicion and nothing more — is that it once was a cleft copula, as Larsen
(1988) suggests, but that it has been reanalyzed as a marker of contrastive or
identificational focus, as ? has suggested. An origin as a cleft copula would
explain the fact that it can also occur in clearly copular clauses, and would
help explain its near-homophony with the third-person pronoun — homophony
between pronouns and copulae being common. And if it has been reanalyzed as a
contrastive or identificational particle, then that helps to explain why it can now
occur preverbally even in sentences where no focus movement has occurred. In
general, discourse particles in K’ichee’ occur at the left edge of the clause, before
the verb; and so aree’s position there is consistent with its being a discourse
particle, and indeed could well have facilitated its synchronic reanalysis as a
discourse particle. But here I will have to leave further discussion of the issue for
future work.

In any case, with that worry about the data dealt with,17 we can move on to
consider ways in which the data might be explained.

17And note that even if these problems with the focused-pronoun analysis of aree could be
patched over, it would not enable us to explain away all examples of in-situ focus — for there
are plentiful examples of in-situ focus occurring without aree. For instance, the focused-pronoun
analysis wouldn’t let us analyze 74 as anything other than an instance of in-situ focus.

(74) Context: Who’s going to the store?
K-in-bee
inc-abs1s-go

[
[

in.
1sg

]F

]F

V [S]F

[I’m]F going.

So even if the focused-pronoun analysis turned out to be correct, it wouldn’t fully invalidate the
claims made in this paper; at most, as I say above, it would lead to concerns about specific pieces
of data which I have relied on.
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3 The source of the asymmetry

As mentioned in the introduction, a number of languages have been reported with
focus-marking asymmetries organized along nominative/accusative lines, as in
75c. K’ichee’ represents another sort of asymmmetric pattern, shown as 75b.
(And symmetrical patterns of focus-marking are also attested, as in 75a.)

(75) Focus movement is. . .

attested patterns A S O

a. English, Spanish, Japanese. . . optional optional optional

b. K’ichee’ mandatory optional optional

c. Hausa, Spoken French. . . mandatory mandatory optional

On the other hand, various logically possible patterns remain unattested — in-
cluding, for instance, the “anti-French” and “anti-K’ichee’ ” patterns below.

(76) Focus movement is. . .

unattested patterns A S O

a. Anti-K’ichee’ optional mandatory mandatory

b. Anti-French optional optional mandatory

This typological pattern suggests a hierarchical relationship among the gram-
matical functions in terms of the markedness of focus: if any type of focus must
be marked by movement, it is A-argument focus; if any two types must be marked,
it is A- and S-argument focus. Zimmermann (2011) has suggested a simpler
hierarchy along these lines. His proposal is that subject focus must be at least
as marked as non-subject focus. The data in 75–76 suggests that this is headed
in the right direction, but is insufficiently finely articulated: what we need is a
three-part hierarchy, thus

[A]F ≥ [S ]F ≥ [O]F ,

reading the ≥ sign as “is marked at least as strongly as.” The patterns in 76 can
then be seen as a manifestation of this hierarchy: if focus movement is mandatory
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for one type of focus on the hierarchy, it will be mandatory for all higher types.
(Zimmermann also considers other manifestations of the hierarchy involving
other sorts of markedness that go beyond what is discussed in this paper, such as
the presence or absence of an overt focus particle.)

At this point, there are two questions. First, how can we explain the K’ichee’
asymmetry? And second, how can we explain the crosslinguistic typological
pattern found in 75–76? Velleman (2013) suggests one possible language-internal
explanation. If we are just interested in the K’ichee’ asymmetry, based on the
close parallels between the cases where overt movement is permitted and those
where focus in-situ is permitted, it is tempting to pursue an account on which
focus in-situ is treated as covert movement (as Chomsky 1976 and many later
works assume). On such an account, we can explain the K’ichee’ asymmetry by
assuming that the same syntactic configuration which blocks overt movement of
A arguments also blocks them from moving covertly. But it is worth noting that
this account would not lead to much if any insight into the typology in 75–76.
The account works as an explanation of the K’ichee’ asymmetry; but a parallel
account of the asymmetries found in French, Hausa and so on could not possibly
work — for in those languages, there are no movement restrictions that target A-
and S-arguments specifically and that could be used to explain the constraints
against focus in situ for these arguments.

So if we are interested in trying to subsume the patterns summarized in
76 under a single account, it will not work to begin with Velleman’s (2013)
covert-movement-based account of the asymmetry found in K’ichee’ and attempt
to extend it to French and Hausa.18 Here, then, I want to discuss — rather specu-
latively — some other possible approaches, which would begin with accounts of
the French and Hausa asymmetries and attempt to extend them to K’ichee’. I will
argue that prosodic accounts of the French and Hausa asymmetries (in the style

18Of course, it is possible that in the end, we will not be able to subsume the patterns in
76 under a single account, but will be forced to treat the K’ichee’ asymmetry and the asymmetry
in French and Hausa as two unrelated phenomena. Still, the prospect of a unified account is
interesting enough that I think it is worth exploring how one might be constructed.
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championed by Büring 2003 and Féry 2013 among others) do not find a good
foothold in the K’ichee’ data, but that accounts in terms of information-structural
defaults (following Zimmermann 2011) show some promise in K’ichee’.

3.1 Two approaches

For the nominative/accusative focus-marking asymmetry found in Hausa and
French, there have been two major classes of explanation offered. The first denies
that syntax has any direct effect on information structure, and instead derives
the focus-marking asymmetry as a result of a prosodic asymmetry. (See Büring
and Gutiérrez-Bravo (2001) for an early example of this approach.) For instance,
French prosody is known to be quite rigid, with prominence falling always at
the right edge of a prosodic phrase. And focused constituents in French are
consistently realized in prosodically prominent positions. For non-subjects, this
means scrambling to the right if necessary in order to align with the right edge of
the phrase. But subjects cannot scramble. Clefting, on the other hand, introduces
a prosodic phrase boundary immediately after the cleft pivot. Thus, clefting is an
equally valid way to make a non-subject prominent — and it is the only way to
make a subject prominent (Destruel, 2013).

What this means is, the French asymmetry can be explained in a way that does
not refer directly to the grammatical function of the focused constituent, but only
to its prosodic properties. A similar account has been offered of the asymmetry
in Hausa (Lovestrand 2009, reanalyzing data from Zimmermann 2006; Hartmann
and Zimmermann 2007) which is prosodically similar to French in crucial ways
— in particular, aligning prosodic prominence with the right edge of the phrase,
and inserting a prosodic phrase boundary after the pivot in a cleft construction.

The second kind of explanation holds that syntax can directly affect at least one
dimension of information structure — the topic/comment dimension. (It is fairly
uncontroversial that information-structural topichood and syntactic subjectood
are connected in one way or another. See Chafe 1976; Givón 1976; Du Bois
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1987 among others.) On this approach, some languages are argued to have
grammaticalized the topic/subject correspondence, to the point where in-situ
subjects can only be construed as topics. To allow a subject to be construed
as a focus, in these languages, one must first prevent it from being construed
as a topic. This, it is argued, is why focus-movement is required for subjects;
Lambrecht (2001) offers an account of the French asymmetry along these lines,
and Zimmermann (2011) offers one for Hausa.

These two approaches have several important differences between their predic-
tions. Most importantly, for our purposes, the prosodic approach requires prosody
to “cooperate” with information structure. That is, for any information-structural
asymmetry, there must be a corresponding prosodic asymmetry. If two argument
types are prosodically indistinguishable — that is, if the two argument types
can bear the same kinds of accent, and can appear in the same linear positions
with respect to the same kinds of prosodic boundary — then it predicts they will
behave identically for focus-marking purposes as well.

The topicality approach, on the other hand, does not require this sort of
prosodic “cooperation.” For here, the default topic assignment rule can look at
the syntax directly. Even if two argument types are prosodically indistinguish-
able, they will remain syntactically distinguishable — and so the default topic
assignment rule will be able to treat them differently.

In the remainder of this section I will discuss the prospects for analyzing
a language such as K’ichee’ on each of these two approaches. I conclude that
K’ichee’ appears to have “uncooperative” prosody; according to what we know
about its prosodic structure, there are contexts in which A arguments are prosod-
ically indistinguishable from S and O arguments. This suggests that without
independent evidence for more layers of prosodic structure in K’ichee’ than
are currently posited, we will not be able to give a prosodic explanation of its
focus-marking asymmetry. The prospects for the topicality approach look much
better: there is, in fact, independent evidence that K’ichee’ A arguments — but
not S arguments — are treated as default topics. This straightforwardly predicts
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exactly the focus-marking asymmetry which we have already seen.

3.2 Will the prosodic approach work for K’ichee’?

A good deal of attention has been paid to K’ichee’ prosodic structure, based both
on prosodically driven patterns of allomorphy (Henderson, 2012) and on more
traditional factors such as pitch accent and boundary tone (Nielsen, 2005; Baird,
2010; Yasavul, 2013; Burdin et al., 2013). Evidence from both of these sources
suggests a fixed phrasing pattern in which the verb, and each of its arguments
and adjuncts, is wrapped in its own minor phrase; and in which major phrase
boundaries are aligned with CP boundaries. Prosodic prominence is consistently
described as rightmost at all levels, and has been shown not to shift in response
to changes in focus structure (Burdin et al., 2013).19

But if this prosodic analysis is correct, then it cannot explain the focus-
marking asymmetry we observe. In a default-order VOA clause, the A argument
is the rightmost, and therefore the most prominent. We would predict that it
should be able to be focused in situ.

A slightly different prosodic approach has been proposed on which prosodic
alignment, not prosodic prominence, is the crucial factor (Féry, 2013). What’s
more, some have suggested that prosodic alignment need not be perfect — that
in some languages, focused constituents only need to be “close enough” to a
prosodic boundary. It is tempting, then, to argue like this: K’ichee’ requires foci
to be aligned to the left; S and O arguments, coming immediately after the verb,
are “close enough,” but A arguments, further to the right, are not.

The problem here is that K’ichee’ is a pro-drop language. In addition to VOA
clauses we also find VO and VA. If the O argument in a VO clause is close enough
that it can be focused in situ — since, indeed, it can be — then we should expect

19It may be relevant that this same pattern — consistent rightward prominence, with changes in
focus structure failing to trigger prosodic changes — has been observed in other Mayan languages
as well, most notably Yucatec (Kügler et al., 2007).
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the A argument in a VA clause to be close enough, since there is no independent
evidence for any difference in phrasing between the VO and the VA clause.

Indeed, on our current understanding of K’ichee’ prosody, there are examples
of VO and VA clauses which are prosodically identical. On the analysis of
K’ichee’ prosody given by Henderson (2012), both the VO clause in 77 and the
VA clause in 78 must form a single prosodic phrase (as shown in 77′–78′ below).
The evidence is the pronunciation of the verb stem taa — before a prosodic phrase
boundary, it would instead be pronounced [tah] here (and written tah according
to the orthographic conventions I am using). On the other hand, the verb and its
argument must in both cases be treated as distinct prosodic words, since each
bears its own pitch accent; and in both examples, the argument is given greater
prosodic prominence than the verb.

(77) X–in-taa
cpl-erg1s-hear

le
det

ak’aal.
child

I heard the child.

(78) X-in-u-taa
cpl-abs1s-erg3s-hear

le
det

ak’aal.
child

The child heard me.

In other words, the prosodic structure must be as follows for both clauses.

( * ) intonational phrases
( * ) prosodic phrases
( * ) ( * ) prosodic words

(77′) X-in-taa le ak’aal.

(78′) X-in-u-taa le ak’aal.

But although 77 and 78 are prosodically identical, in one case, the postverbal
argument is a direct object which can bear focus (as shown in 79), and in the
other, it is an ordinary transitive subject which cannot (as shown in 80).
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(79) Context: Who did you hear?

X–in-taa
cpl-erg1s-hear

[
[

le
det

ak’aal.
child

]F

]F

I heard [ the child. ]F

(80) Context: Who heard you?

#X-in-u-taa
cpl-abs1s-erg3s-hear

[
[

le
det

ak’aal.
child

]F

]F

Intended: [The child]F heard me.

Though I have made this argument on the basis of Henderson’s generalizations
about the structure of K’ichee’ prosody, I should mention that my own ears agree
— and so does the intuition of the native speakers which I have discussed this
with. Of course, this still isn’t the strongest possible evidence; hard phonetic data
would be better.

With that caveat, if the above is correct, then any prosodic analysis of the
K’ichee’ focus-marking asymmetry is doomed. If there is no reliable way to
distinguish between O arguments and A arguments on purely prosodic grounds,
then there is no way to construct an analysis which predicts different behavior for
O arguments and A arguments on purely prosodic grounds.

And adding a focus projection rule (see e.g. Selkirk 1984, 1996) will not help
here. Suppose we were to assume, as Selkirk does, that prosodic emphasis on an
O argument can reflect broad focus on the whole clause, but prosodic emphasis on
an A argument cannot. If we did this, we would predict an information-structural
difference between the two examples above — but not the right information-
structural difference. On a focus projection theory, a single prosodically empha-
sized word can always be treated as bearing narrow focus; projection only comes
into play when we consider the options for broader focus. Thus we would predict
that both O and A arguments could be construed as narrow focus (incorrectly in
the latter case, as 80 showed) but that a clause containing an accented A argument
could not be construed as bearing broad focus (also incorrectly, as shown by the
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felicity of 81).

(81) Context: Why did you stop talking?

[
[

X-in-u-taa
cpl-abs1s-erg3s-hear

le
det

ak’aal.
child

]F

]F

[The child heard me.]F

Now, it is entirely possible that prosodic constraints on focus realization, of
the sort posited by Büring (2003) and Féry (2013), are indeed active in K’ichee’.
I am not claiming anything one way or another on that question. What I am
claiming is that according to our current understanding of K’ichee’ prosody, these
prosodic constraints will be insufficient to explain the infelicity of A-argument
focus in situ. Unless there is an important bit of prosodic structure in K’ichee’
that we have overlooked, something more is needed — something non-prosodic —
and the next section will discuss one possibility for what that “something” might
be.

3.3 A (but not S) as a default topic in K’ichee’

In §3.1 I mentioned that there are two major approaches that have been taken to
the sort of accusative focus-marking asymmetry found in French and Hausa. One
is the prosodic approach discussed above. The other is based, not on prosody, but
on the idea of information-structural defaults (Lambrecht, 2001; Zimmermann,
2011). On this sort of analysis, in French and Hausa, the fact that focused S
and A must undergo movement is explained by positing a default rule that treats
in-situ S and A as topics rather than foci. This suggests a straightforward way to
explain the K’ichee’ pattern — suppose the rule in K’ichee’ were not “S and A
are default topics” but just “A is a default topic”?

Of course, we would want some independent empirical motivation for such a
rule. But here we are fortunate — there is indeed some independent evidence for
A (but not S) as a default topic in K’ichee’.
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First of all, previous scholars of the K’ichean languages have noted a very
strong preference for A arguments to be definite, and to have discourse-given
referents. I will argue in §3.3.1 that the evidence here is consistent with A
arguments being default topics. A second piece of evidence, presented in §3.3.2,
comes from patterns of passivization in K’ichee’ narrative. Like many languages,
K’ichee’ exhibits the preference shown in 82a: a passive clause with a topical
subject is better than an active clause with a topical object. But it also exhibits
the preference shown in 82b: a passive clause with a topical oblique is better than
an active clause with a topical oblique.

(82) a. V+pass [S]T � V+act [O]T A

b. V+pass S [X]T � V+act O A [X]T

The pattern in 82b cannot be explained by a general preference for topical subjects
— or a general dispreference for topical obliques. But it can be explained for a
rule which requires A arguments in particular to be topics, and says nothing about
S arguments. Such a rule is violated by the sentence structure on the right in 82b,
but not by the one on the left.

3.3.1 In-situ A must be given or definite

Du Bois (1987, 2005), working on the K’icheean language Sakapulteko, noted a
strong tendency for A arguments to be given, and to persist in the discourse. New
discourse referents, on the other hand, were far more likely to be introduced as
S or O arguments. Relatedly, overt lexical S and O were common, while overt
lexical A was rare.

(83) Given A Constraint, DuBois’s version

Avoid new A’s

In DuBois’s data, which did not distinguish between in-situ arguments and
ones which had been moved or left-dislocated, the constraint against discourse-
new A arguments was not an absolute constraint, but a violable one. England
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(1991), though, noted that an even stronger claim could be made if we restrict
our attention to in-situ arguments. (England’s claim is also framed in terms of
morphosyntactic indefiniteness rather than discourse givenness.)

(84) Given A Constraint, England’s version

An in-situ A is never indefinite.

(Or, equivalently: An in-situ indefinite is never interpreted as an A argu-
ment.)

According to her consultants — a group of native-speaker linguists from across
the K’ichean family — sentences with indefinite in-situ A arguments were not
just dispreferred but outright impossible. For her consultants, in a clause with
one definite and one indefinite argument, the only possible interpretation was to
treat the definite as the A argument — and this was true regardless of word order.

(85) X-u-q’aluj
cpl-erg3s-hug

jun
a

ala
boy

le
det

achi.
man

a. The man hugged a boy. V O A, indefinite O

b. #A boy hugged the man. V A O, indefinite A

(86) X-u-q’aluj
cpl-erg3s-hug

le
det

achi
man

jun
a

ala.
boy

a. The man hugged a boy. V A O, indefinite O

b. #A boy hugged the man. V O A, indefinite A

Given a clause with two indefinite arguments, her consultants treated them as
conjoined in order to avoid treating one as an A argument.

(87) X-u-q’aluj
cpl-erg3s-hug

jun
a

ala
boy

jun
a

achi.
man

a. #A man hugged a boy. V O A, indefinite A & O

b. #A boy hugged a man. V A O, indefinite A & O
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c. S/he hugged a boy (and) a man. V O O, indefinte O

Absolutely the only way her consultants would accept an indefinite A arguments
was if it was left-dislocated.

(88) Jun
a

achi,
man

x-u-q’alu-j
cpl-erg3s-hug

jun
a

ala.
boy

A man hugged a boy. A, V O, indefinite A

My own data does not absolutely support England’s generalization as a cate-
gorical claim, but suggest that it is at least a very strong tendency. Listed below
are the only examples I have found of indefinite A arguments.20 It is interesting to
note that all four examples involve what Haspelmath calls irrealis or conditional

uses of an indefinite; none introduces a specific new discourse referent — instead,
all four introduce variables which can be quantified over. This suggests that
DuBois was right to frame his generalization in terms of the introduction of new
referents, rather than in terms of morphosyntactic indefiniteness.

(91) Wee
if

xoq
too

k’oo
exs

x-u-maku-j
cpl-erg3s-sin-ss

jun
a

winaq,
person

And if a person does something wrong. . . Ajpacajá

20If we treat reflexive and extended-reflexive clauses as transitive, and treat their subjects as A
arguments, the two examples below must also be included.

(89) Xaa
just

pa
prep

taq
distr

q’ayees
grass

k-u-tzuku-j
inc-erg3s-find-ss

u-b’ee
gen3s-way

juun.
someone

One finds ones way through the bushes. Guarchaj 2

(90) Are taq
when

k-u-wok
inc-erg3s-build

r-o’ch
gen3s-house

juun. . .
someone

When someone builds his house. . . Ajpacajá
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(92) Entonces
so

por lo menos
at.least

k-u-kem
inc-erg3s-weave

juun
someone

diez
ten

o
or

quince
fifteen

o
or

veinte
twenty

yarda
yard

jun
a

q’iij.
day

So one can weave at least ten or fifteen or twenty yards a day. B’atz

(93) Xaq
just

limitado
limited

jampa
how.much

k-u-ch’ak
inc-erg3s-earn

sin
dim

juun.
someone

It’s limited how much one can earn. B’atz

(94) Wee
if

k-r-a-j
inc-erg3s-want-ss

juun
someone

k-b’ee-k. . .
inc-go-ss

If someone wants to go. . . Ajpacajá

The correct generalization, then, is something like the following. Like
DuBois’s generalization, it is framed in terms of the given/new distinction. Like
England’s, it only covers in-situ A arguments, and is framed as an exceptionless
categorical generalization rather than a statistical tendency.

(95) Given A Constraint, final version

An in-situ A argument is never used to introduce a discourse-new referent.

(96) Satisfying the Given A Constraint

a. When an in-situ A is formally indefinite, it cannot be taken to introduce
a new reference to a real-world entity. It must instead receive an irrealis
or hypothetical interpretation.

b. When an A argument does introduce a discourse-new referent, it
cannot be left in situ, but must be fronted.
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3.3.2 Non-topical in-situ A is worse than non-topical in-situ S

Patterns of passivization in K’ichee’ texts give us some additional evidence for A
arguments as default topics.

Often, the passive is used in K’ichee’ to promote the topic from O to S (97).
This use is common cross-linguistically, and easy to understand.

(97) Context: A man has offended the nawal of a mountain by cutting firewood
and killing animals without permission. The man and the nawal have both
been mentioned, but the man is the subject of the preceding clauses.

X-owa-x
cpl-hide-pass

r-umaal
gen3s-by

le
det

juyub’.
mountain

[He]T was kidnapped by the mountain.

(Preferred to: The mountain kidnapped [him]T ) K’ache’laaj

But there is another use of the passive that is harder to explain. Sometimes we
find passive sentences used even though the new subject is just as non-topical as
the old one was. The best explanation, I believe, is that if a sentence must have a
non-topical subject, speakers prefer for it to be an S rather than an A.

In the examples below, the speaker had a choice between an active sentence
and a passive sentence, both of which would have left the topic as a non-subject.
In 98, the topic is syntactically a possessor, and semantically has a benefactive
role. In 99, the topic is sytactically oblique and semantically a recipient.21 What’s
more, the passive sentence forces the speaker to use an indefinite subject. And
yet the passive sentence is still preferred.

21It is perhaps relevant here that there is no voice in modern K’ichee’ which promotes a
recipient to the subject. Historically, this could be done in two steps: a once-productive applicative
suffix -b’e could be used to promote the recipient to a direct object, and from there the verb could
be passivized. In modern K’ichee’, at least in the varieties I am familiar with, -b’e has become
unproductive and survives only in frozen, lexicalized forms.
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(98) Context: A k’amal b’eh, or traditional orator, has just arrived at a family’s
house on behalf of a young man, to ask their daughter’s hand in marriage.
The k’amal b’eh is the topic of the preceding clauses.

Inche
well

k-tzuku-x
inc-find-pass

jun
a

laj
little

u-meesah
gen3s-table

ri’
dem

ri
det

are’
3sg

entons.
then

Well then a little table is found [for him.]T

Preferred to: Well then they/the family/someone finds a little table [for
him.]T K’ulaneem

(99) Context: The topic established by the preceding clause — and continued
in subsequent clauses — is “the children,” who (the speaker is arguing) are
given more opportunities now than before.

Ri’
dem

ri
det

naab’eh
first

=kanoq,
=dir

na
neg

k-ya<a>’
inc-give<pass>

=ta
=irr

b’eh
way

chi
prep

k-eh
gen3p-to

k-e-b’eh
inc-abs3p-go

pa
prep

tijob’al. . . .
school

Before, permission was not given [to them]T to go to school. . . .

Preferred to: Before, their parents/the comunity didn’t give [(to) them]T

permission to go to school. . . . Ixoqiib’

If we assume that all subjects are required to be topical, it is hard to understand
how passivizing these clauses has improved them. On the other hand, if it
is only A arguments that are required to be topical, passivization is clearly
motivated — before passivization, the non-topical A argument was a problem;
after passivization, the (new) non-topical S argument is no problem at all.

3.3.3 Putting the pieces together

Lambrecht (2001) and Zimmermann (2011) have proposed that, in languages
with accusative focus-marking asymmetries, the crucial factor is an information-
structural default rule — one which treats subjects as topics, or at least as non-foci,
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unless they are specifically and overtly marked as focused. I have argued here
that a similar default rule can explain the ergative focus-marking asymmetry in
K’ichee’. The only difference is that in K’ichee’, the default rule does not say
anything about S arguments — it specifically treats A arguments as topics. Such
a rule is consistent with past proposals to the effect that in-situ A arguments
in K’ichee’ must be discourse-given, and is further supported by new data on
patterns of passivization.

4 Conclusions

We have seen that K’ichee’ allows most focused constituents to be realized in
situ. We have seen, too, that this is subject to a syntactic constraint — focused A
arguments cannot remain in situ, but must move. For this constraint, the crucial
factor is the grammatical function of the focus. If a constituent shares certain
properties with A arguments (i.e. controls an ergative agreement marker, is
semantically agentive, etc.) but does not behave like an A argument for syntactic
purposes, it is exempt from the constraint.

Other languages have this sort of focus asymmetry, but in other languages
where it has been reported, it is organized along nominative/accusative lines. For
those languages, two lines of explanations have been offered. One line invokes
prosody: it holds that focused constituents must be prosodically prominent, and
that when an argument cannot be focused in situ, it is because its default in-situ
position cannot be made prominent in the appropriate way. But this line has
problems; it predicts more typological variation than we really see, and it fails
for some asymmetrical languages whose prosodic structure is not conveniently
organized.

The other line of explanation invokes a link between syntax and the topic/comment
dimension of information structure. It holds that in-situ subjects are default topics,
and that in some languages this default is so strong that focused subjects must
be moved in order to override it. I have shown that this line of explanation can
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better be extended to cover the K’ichee’ data. It has independently been proposed
that there is a different rule mapping syntax to the topic/comment dimension of
information structure in K’ichee’. According to this rule, not all subjects are
default topics; only A arguments are. I have given additional evidence suggesting
that this proposal is correct, though there remain details needing to be worked
out.

Thus, I argue, focus movement is obligatory for K’ichee’ A arguments be-
cause if left in situ, they would be required to be interpreted as topics instead.
Focus movement is optional for other constituents in K’ichee’ because other con-
stituents are not subject to the same requirement of topichood when left in-situ.
This proposal brings two different dimensions of K’ichee’ information structure
together in a single account — and also offers the prospect of a unified account
of both ergative and accusative focus-marking asymmetries, in which both types
of asymmetry arise from the same underlying process.

In §3, building on a claim of Zimmermann’s (2011), I raised the idea of a
hierarchy between the core grammatical functions in terms of focus-marking —
one on which A argument focus is required to be marked at least as strongly
as S argument focus, and S argument focus is required to be marked at least as
strongly as O argument focus. Such a hierarchy would explain why asymmetries
like those found in French and K’ichee’ can exist — and why other asymmetries
remain unattested. But where would the hierarchy originate? On the analysis I
have pursued here, the focus-marking hierarchy could be treated as a consequence
of the better-known and independently motivated hierarchy which we observe
between the core grammatical functions in terms of topicality — A arguments
have more prototypical topic properties than S arguments, which in turn have
more prototypical topic properties than O arguments. Asymmetrical focus mark-
ing of both the French and the K’ichee’ varieties could then be explained as a
consequence of grammaticalization of one of the distinctions on this hierarchy.
In both cases, arguments above a certain point on the hierarchy are actually
required to be topical when they occur in their canonical position; and mandatory
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focus-movement for those arguments is a way of circumventing that requirement.

Sources

Sources for textual examples are listed below. All authors and speakers rep-
resented here are from Nahualá or the neighboring town of Santa Catarina Ix-
tahuacán. All oral texts used are available at ailla.utexas.edu. As of this writ-
ing, the written text Xan Kata’l is available online at http://74.52.178.178/
~ebiguate/images/stories/pdf/origen_de_santa_catarina_ixtahuacan_

kiche.pdf
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Name Mode Author/Speaker Recorder Summary

Ajpacajá 1–4 Oral Pedro Florentino Ajpacajá Tum Matazar A long taped monologue, probably con-
taining material from many sessions
spliced together, on the history, geog-
raphy, toponymy and folklore of Santa
Catarina Ixtahuacán and its aldeas.

B’atz Oral Diego Ixmatá Ixmatá Velleman A procedural text: how to dye thread and
set up the warp for a floor loom.

Guarchaj 1–2 Oral Miguel Guarchaj Velleman An interview on the traditional altars in
the mountains around Nahualá, and the
folklore surrounding them.

Ixoqiib’ Oral Maria Victoria Guarchaj Velleman A short extemporaneous speech on the
changing role of women in modern life.

Kar Ixoq Written Pedro Florentino Ajpacajá Tum N/A A folktale about a woman who is turned
into a fish, published in ?.

K’ache’laaj Oral Maria Victoria Guarchaj Velleman A folktale about a man who angers the
nawal of the forest.

K’ulaneem Oral Diego Ixmatá Ixmatá Velleman An interview on traditional wedding
practices.

Misal Written Pedro Florentino Ajpacajá Tum Velleman A translation of the Catholic Missal into
K’ichee’, published as Ajpacajá Tum
and Baronti 1995.

Xan Kata’l Written Various N/A A compilation, containing the work of
many authors, of history, folklore and
sayings from Santa Caterina Ixtahuacán
and its aldeas. Published online as Xan

Kata’l 2004
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